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An Excellent Resource On-line: kaDON.com 

Article by: Soo-Im Jansson, 2016-02-22 

The web resource kaDON is really an excellent source for learning taiko with 

expert instruction available on-line.  

 

Kate Walker, who is researching taiko drum-

ming in the UK, presented some initial fin-

dings at the European Taiko Conference (ETC). 

This is what Kate Walker said:  

"There is the big problem that people find 

about accessing instructors. That was a really 

big theme that came out [in the survey]. 

People want to connect with each other so 

that we can find access to instructors so that 

we can get better as players. So that was 

really a strong point. This very strong desire 

to learn from each other. [...] What I end up 

in seeing was a wonderful quote that came 

back from somebody [...], he said to me: 'If I 

were a heavy metal musician, it's the 

equivalent of having a lesson with Iron 

Maiden.' Going up and say, 'Hi, Iron Maiden, 

I live in [some place in the world] would you 

mind teaching me?' It's not going to happen 

and it doesn't happen. It really doesn't happen 

in other scenes that I am aware of. So we 

have Shoji, we have Shogo, we have world 

class musician, we have Franco [all taiko 

musicians]. They give us their time in every 

step of the way and that is a very unusual 

phenomenon as well." 

With this in mind Taiko Shin Kai wish to help 

spreading the word about the on-line resource 

available on the Internet. it is called kaDON. 

It is really an excellent source for learning 

taiko with expert instruction available on-line! 

They offer free lessons to try out their courses 

and the subscription fee cover all their courses. 

We definitely recommend this on-line re-

source! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Links 

The link to the web resource kaDON 

http://www.kadon.com/    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taiko Shin Kai 
Taiko Shin Kai is a non-profit organization, that wish to encourage and spread taiko, Japanese  

drumming, in Sweden. Taiko Shin Kai offers taiko courses and workshops in Stockholm and Uppsala 

for children and adults.  
 

http://www.kadon.com/

